Abstract
Introduction
In the past decades, many formal specification methods have been developed in an effort to document software specifications precisely and unambiguously, mostly by means of mathematical expressions. However, conventional mathematical expressions are too complex and difficult to read. To alleviate the problem, functional documentation using tabular expressions was proposed [6, 11] . They were proven to be useful and acceptable in industrial experiences with the US Navy's A-7 aircraft [3] , a Bell Laboratories Service Evaluation system [4] , the Darlington Nuclear Power Station [10] , a Dell keyboard test program [13] , and so on.
Two testing strategies were developed for tabular expressions: the partition strategy [9] and the interesting point selection strategy [1] . Acting as equivalence class testing and boundary value testing, respectively, they fulfill basic testing requirements. Test oracles in [12] can help verify testing results. To ensure a high quality of the software, however, we need more advanced strategies such as faultbased testing.
For the ease of discussions, we shall write tabular expressions interchangeably with their equivalent conventional mathematical expressions in this paper. Consider the following conventional definition of a simple function. We shall refer to x > 10 and y > 5 by the Boolean variables A and B, respectively. They are listed in bold and in parentheses.
Many fault-based testing strategies (such as [7, 8, 16] [5, 14] ) addressing the first question, the other two have almost been ignored. Fault-based testing in tabular expressions takes into account all the above-illustrated reflections as well as other features related to tabular expressions.
Tabular Expressions
A tabular expression is an indexed set of grids and each grid is an indexed set of expressions [6] . Fig. 1 is an example of a two-dimensional inverted table T consisting of three grids, such that the cardinality Card(T ) = 3 and the index sets
T [1] and T [0] are predicate grids while T [2] is an evaluation grid. T [1] and each row of T [0] are proper, that is, one and only one predicate expression can be true with respect to an assignment. If
is taken as a Boolean variable, the expressions in bold are Boolean expressions.
A specification is a statement of all the properties required of a program; an actual description is a statement about actual attributes of a program. Accordingly, there are two kinds of table in this paper: a specification table 
Fault Propagation
Fault propagation spreads the faulty result in a problem to the output and causes a failure of the program. It can be revealed by an execution of the program [15] or an analysis of the source code [2] .
Boolean expression-based strategies are successful in detecting faults in single Boolean expressions. For tabular expressions, however, additional issues need to be addressed. We discuss these issues based on the example in Fig. 1 .
represents an expression. Information is needed about the faults that may affect the expression, such as a change of "<" in
, and a change of "x"
(3) A change of result of a Boolean expression does not always entail a change of the output. Consider the second Boolean expression. Suppose x = 1 and y = 0. Then, the expression is evaluated to true in T S but false in T D . Since the first Boolean expression is evaluated to true in T D , the expressions in various evaluation grids are computed (namely, x − y and x + y). However, since y is 0, x + y = x − y. Thus, x = 1, y = 0 fails to propagate the fault.
Notation and Assumptions
Various programs may be written to implement a specification, with different kinds of fault. Hence, this paper considers only a subset of T D . Further, we have the following assumptions: (i) All the programs are deterministic.
(ii) Faults can either be in a predicate grid or in a cell of an evaluation grid. (iii) If an input is undefined in T D , the output is out of the range of the programs. (iv) Since many techniques (such as fault-based testing [14] and mutation testing [5] ) can be used for testing fault propagation from an expression in a cell to the result of the expression, test cases for any propagation exist.
Test cases are expressed in terms of test case constraints. In the sequel, "test case constraint" will be abbreviated to "constraint". If no test data can be found, the constraint for the expression is false. Suppose idx is the index of an element in grid 
(h) ∇ is defined by
Test Case Generation
To make the expressions more compact, we use • For 1 i n − 1,
• For 1 i n − 1 and 0 j,
• Given any input, if
Faults may be in
. Thus, we have three cases:
(1) The faults are in evaluation expressions in T[n].
Suppose that there are faults in
To propagate the faults, the evaluation expression must be evaluated with respect to an input, that is,
(2) The faults are in the predicate expressions in T[i]
(1 i n − 1).
The output function in (1) can be rewritten as
where
If n > 2, i can be any value that satisfies 1 i n − 1.
Suppose that a test case satisfies C[i][ j][k]
. There are two possibilities:
Obviously, it evaluates
The output in (2) can be simplified to
There are two sub-cases:
• For all j = j such that 0 
is always false. Such a test case is undefined in the implementation. According to assumption (iii) in Section 3.1, the actual output is out of range and, therefore, different from any expected output under the predicate
Hence, for 1 i n − 1 and 0 j d i − 1,
Since the test case evaluates T D [i] [ j ] to true, the output function for T D is written as
Thus, we can determine
The analysis is similar to the second case in (a).
The set of constraints is given by
Thus, we can determine Suppose that a test case satisfies
Similarly to the above, there are two possibilities.
(a) The test case satisfies
to make the output different. Therefore,
Hence, we can determine
Application of the method is simple because all the formulas have been given. Testers need only copy the actual expressions from the tables to the formulas. The constraints for the first step of the propagation can be obtained by applying the MIST technique in [2] . The subsequent process can be easily automated.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have shown that fault propagation can be taken into account in tabular expression-based specifications. The testing method proposed in this paper propagates not only faults in predicate expressions but also faults in evaluation expressions. The formulae in our method make test case generation easier in two ways: (a) they facilitate the implementation of the tool that automates the method; and (b) if testers generate test data manually, they only need to replace the notation in the formulae with actual expressions in the specification table.
Although we have illustrated our method through inverted tables, we can also use it in other types of table. Our SQRL laboratory has been developing the tools to support this method. We have also designed the experiments to further compare this method with other selected testing strategies. On the other hand, we have noted that some generated constraints are equivalent because of the completeness of the grids in the table specification. Hence, we are studying the method to generate test case constraints for only part of the table but covering the whole.
